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Abstract Human predator<prey relationships changed dramatically in the Mediterranean
Basin between 250,000 and 9,000 years ago. Many of these changes can be linked to
increases in Paleolithic human population densities. Small game species are particularly
diagnostic of increases in human hunting pressure and are a major source of evidence for
demographic change after 40 – 45,000 years ago. Biomass-corrected data on prey choice
also indicate increasing use of those species that possess higher reproductive efficiencies.
Step-wise, apparently irreversible shifts in human predatory niche are apparent in the
Mediterranean Basin, beginning with the earliest Upper Paleolithic in the east and spreading
westward. Evidence of demographic pressure and greater use of resilient prey populations is
followed by technological innovations to exploit these animals more efficiently. The
zooarchaeological findings suggest that Middle and Lower Paleolithic reproductive units
probably were not robust at the micropopulation scale, due to the rather narrow set of
behavioral responses that characterized social groups at the time, and thus localized
extinctions at the micropopulation level were likely to have been common. Upper
Paleolithic groups were the quintessential colonizers and, in addition, uniquely good at
holding on to habitat gained. Upper Paleolithic archaeological “cultures” had shorter
histories of existence than those of earlier periods, but they were even more widespread
geographically. The demographic robustness of the Upper Paleolithic systems may stem
from wholesale strategies for evening-out or sharing risk and volatility in technology.
Micropopulations were larger and often denser on landscapes, more connected via
cooperative ties, and thus more robust.
Key words Mediterranean Paleolithic . demography . hunting . diet breadth .
foraging efficiency . subsistence risk . human evolution.
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Introduction
There can be no question that the rise of agricultural economies some 10,000 years ago
redefined humans’ relationship with nature. Such economies greatly amplified the potential
of human cultural behavior to reshape ecosystems. Yet the earliest demonstrable impacts of
humans on animal and plant communities—and on the nature and resilience of coupled
human and natural systems—are traceable to Upper Paleolithic hunter-gatherers some
45,000 years ago or earlier (Tchernov, 1992b). Sometime during the late Pleistocene epoch,
more or less concomitant with the spread of anatomically modern Homo sapiens into
Eurasia (but not their earliest appearance in Africa or the Levant), we see the evolution of
novel technological and social mechanisms for buffering or redistributing environmental
risk. These developments resulted in permanent changes in human demographic potentials
and the carrying capacities of a wide variety of habitats throughout Eurasia. Even in this
early period, there is evidence that human foragers affected the relative abundance of prey
species and therefore biotic community composition more generally.
This paper reviews evidence for fundamental changes in the ecology of early humans
and human ancestors in Eurasia through the end of the Pleistocene geological epoch
(Table I). Direct evidence from food debris and artifacts found in archaeological sites, and
indirect evidence pertaining to habitat diversity, demography, and rates of culture change,
point to several watershed transitions in hominid-environment relations. Some of the most
important shifts involved movement into, and then out of, a rather specialized form of biggame predation. With the appearance of Upper Paleolithic cultures, the very rules of the
game seem to have changed. We argue that this more recent set of behavioral and
ecological transitions was due largely to changes in the degrees of “connectedness” within
human behavioral systems.

Paleolithic Background
The genus Homo emerged roughly 2.5 million years ago in Africa. The oldest
archaeological and fossil remains outside Africa date to roughly 1.8 million years ago or
after. Prior to their expansion beyond the African continent, hominids were confined to
tropical and subtropical habitats. The spread of early Homo across tropical and subtropical
southern Asia may have been comparatively rapid, a least into areas with similar
temperature ranges and patterns of resource availability (compare Foley and Lahr, 1997;
Gabunia et al., 2000; Gibert, 1992; Goren-Inbar, 1992; Klein, 1999; Mallegni, 1992; Sémah
et al., 2000; Stekelis, 1966; Swisher et al., 1994; Tchernov, 1981, 1992a). The earliest

Table I General Chronology of
Paleolithic Cultures in Eurasia

(KYA) thousand years ago.

Paleolithic culture period

Duration

Neolithic
Epi-Paleolithic/Mesolithic
Upper Paleolithic

10 KYA or later, depending on region
20 to 10 KYA
50–35 to 20 KYA (earliest in Levant,
closest to African continent)
250 to 30 KYA
2,600 to 250 KYA

Middle Paleolithic
Lower Paleolithic
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known sites outside of Africa occur at relatively low latitudes or in areas with sheltered
microclimates, and the available data suggest that populations expanded from south to north
much more slowly than they moved west to east. Hominid sites exist but are very rare in
temperate and subarctic habitats prior to half a million years ago, and those few that exist
seem to date to the warmest interglacial climatic intervals (Dennell and Roebroeks, 1996;
Roebroeks, 2005). Clearly, cold environments presented a fundamental barrier to the early
expansion of the genus Homo, unlike the tropical and subtropical habitats of southern and
eastern Asia. By 500,000 years ago, however, hominids seem to have established a more or
less permanent presence in northern habitats, despite the climatic severity of some of these
areas (Roebroeks et al., 1992; Rolland, 1998).
Technological and economic changes were necessary prerequisites for the persistence of
hominid populations in cold environments. Fire would have enhanced hominids’ ability to
survive temperate Eurasian winters. Though convincing cases for controlled use of fire
before 250,000 years ago (the beginning of the Middle Paleolithic) are very few in number
(see Binford and Ho, 1985; Weiner et al., 1998), fire features as old as 350–400,000 years
ago may exist (e.g., Kretzoi and Dobosi, 1990).
Perhaps most challenging to the first hominids that spread into Eurasia, however, were
the novel variations in seasonality, punctuated in many areas by winters of intense cold and
snow-covered or frozen ground. Colonizing populations of Homo could only have survived
northern Eurasian winters by exploiting large mammals, as few other foods would have
been available to them during the cold season. Nuts and other large seeds, though energyrich, long lasting, and locally common in temperate forests, are relatively expensive to
process, and snow cover greatly raises the winter search costs of these resources. Seed and
nut hull fragments are occasionally found in Lower and Middle Paleolithic sites (e.g.,
Barton et al., 1999), but there are no archaeological indications of stockpiled plant foods or
the grinding equipment necessary to increase their digestibility. Meat was likely to have
been the critical food source in winter, even if a wider variety of foods were consumed in
other seasons of the year.
How hominids of the early Pleistocene obtained the bulk of the meat they consumed
remains an open question. The technology of the Lower Paleolithic period was
comparatively simple, and included no obvious weapons other than wooden spears (e.g.,
Thieme, 1997). Yet many of the archaeofaunal accumulations dating from 750,000 and
300,000 years ago are dominated by the remains of megafauna such as elephant, mammoth,
and woolly rhino. What is more, most of these occurrences are nested within larger,
noncultural bone accumulations. Some other early cases seem to indicate successful hunting
of medium to large herbivores (i.e., deer, bison, aurochs, horse).
Beginning around 250,000 years ago, and possibly somewhat earlier, there is consistent
evidence of large game hunting in the archaeological record. Of course observations about
recent human diets show us that large game hunting is only one of several potential
dimensions of the human predatory niche. Over the final 250,000 years of the Paleolithic,
other trends are evidenced in foraging technology and predatory behavior, especially with
respect to small game animals. The temporal focus of this discussion, from 250,000 to
9,000 years ago, encompasses the Middle Paleolithic culture period, associated with
Neanderthals and their contemporaries, the Upper Paleolithic, generally but not exclusively
the product of anatomically modern Homo sapiens, and the Epi-Paleolithic or Mesolithic.
The interval under consideration therefore traverses the biological and cultural transition in
which Homo sapiens supplanted earlier forms of the genus Homo. Not without interest,
these trends in human economic and social behavior have important demographic
correlates.
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Humans as Large Mammal Predators
The foraging interests of humans overlapped considerably with those of large carnivores
during the Pleistocene, particularly in the exploitation of hoofed animals such as deer, wild
cattle, horse, and bison. Assuming that the niches of ungulate predators were shaped in part
by the risks of interference competition for large resource packages, competition should
have fostered differentiation among predator species (Pianka, 1988). Character displacement is evidenced early in the development of the human hunting niche, and hominids’
impacts on ungulate prey populations eventually became quite distinct from those of large
felids, spotted hyenas, and large canids (Stiner, 1990). Interspecific comparisons reveal that
recent humans are the only predator that frequently targets the reproductive core (prime
adults) of ungulate populations (Fig. 1). Spotted hyenas and large canids of the recent and

Fig. 1 Comparison of means for ungulate mortality patterns generated by human and nonhuman predators.
Shading in right panel represents natural variation in the age structure of living ungulate populations; shaded
area in left panel represents mortality patterns caused by attritional factors, such as disease, accidents, and
malnutrition. Predators that normally ambush their prey are [t] tigers and [l ] lions. Cursorial or long-chase
hunters are [h] spotted hyenas, [w] wolves and [d ] African wild dogs. Each corner of the graph represents a
strong bias toward the designated prey age group. Mean values denoted by open circles are Holocene
humans: Paleoindian/Archaic [ p], Mississippian farmers [m], Nunamiut Eskimo [n], trophy hunters in
modern game parks [t]. MP indicates the mean for most Middle Paleolithic hunted faunas and closely
resembles that for the Upper Paleolithic (UP). (From Stiner, 2005.)
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Pleistocene periods generally focus on the juvenile and old adult age groups in the same
prey species, and most cats apart from cheetahs tend to take prey more randomly on an
encounter basis. From the viewpoint of general predator tendencies, humans’ focus on
prime adult prey is ecologically unprecedented and is partly complementary to the niches of
longer established nonhuman predators.
Current zooarchaeological evidence indicates that prime-adult harvesting of bovids and
cervids by Paleolithic humans emerged in the late Middle Pleistocene (Gaudzinski, 1995;
Stiner, 2005). It seems likely on theoretical grounds, as well as from limited empirical
evidence, that a more basic adaptation for ungulate hunting had evolved in hominids by at
least 500,000 years ago. Humans’ emphasis on prime-adult prey became geographically
ubiquitous after about 100,000 years ago (Stiner, 1990). The general pattern of prime-agebiased hunting appears to have been stable through the Upper Paleolithic culture period,
though there may have been a mild reduction in the mean age of animals taken, possibly
beginning in the late Middle Paleolithic (Speth and Tchernov, 1998; Stiner, 1994). It was
only after the Last Glacial Maximum, and particularly after 13,000 years ago, that human
hunting pressure on some ungulate populations led to unsustainable distortions in prey
population structures, as indicated by mortality patterns in archaeological sites (Stiner,
2005).
Prime-biased hunting might seem a relatively fragile predator<prey relationship, because
it targets adults of reproductive age, including females. Such practices can have negative
consequences for the reproductive resilience of prey populations if predators exist at high
densities. Even under the latter conditions, however prime-focused hunting may be
sustainable for omnivorous predators that can switch to other foods when the population
densities of favored prey decline; the more versatile the predators’ diet and search images,
the more sustainable the relation becomes. In this sense, the human predator<prey
relationship described above may not contradict the predictions of “prudent predation”
models. It is significant that Middle Paleolithic populations were quite carnivorous based
on zooarchaeological evidence, more so perhaps than most human populations of later
periods. Studies of stable isotopes from Neanderthal skeletal remains also suggest a diet
heavily oriented towards meat (Bocherens and Drucker, 2003; Bocherens et al., 1999; Fizet
et al., 1995; Richards et al., 2000, 2001), although such studies currently are too few in
number and confined to northern sites where foraging choices would have been narrower as
a rule. These observations suggest that Middle Paleolithic foragers (including the
Neanderthals) existed at the top of the food chain, implying that Middle Paleolithic
populations should have existed at very low densities.

Variation in Prey Body Size, Biomass and Diet Breadth
Humans are generalists in that they tend to eat a variety of animal and plant foods, and there
is much flexibility in dietary breadth among recent foragers. The breadth of forager diets
depends upon the availability of high-quality, high-yield foods, among other things (Pianka,
1988; Stephens and Krebs, 1986). Narrow diets, in which low-quality prey are usually
ignored, are possible only if the chances of finding more profitable prey types is high. If the
encounter rates with preferred prey decline, humans should and generally do broaden their
diets by taking more lower-yield types. Dietary diversification is especially likely to occur
when and where foragers put excessive pressure on preferred (highly ranked) resources,
forcing them into decline. A reduction in the predator population may occur as a result;
alternatively, changes in adaptation may occur.
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Early indications of increasing dietary breadth in humans seem to coincide with the
transition from the Middle to Upper Paleolithic culture periods in Eurasia. Evidence for this
transition is identified in at least three distinct areas of the Mediterranean Basin based
mainly on the exploitation of small quick animals, such as birds and lagomorphs, relative to
slow-moving collectable small animals such as tortoises and shellfish (Fig. 2). The bulk of
meat consumed by all Paleolithic peoples came from large game animals. Small animals
were also eaten, but they generally served as back-up resources, apparently essential for
adjusting to variation in the availability of large game. The highly conditional nature of
small game use in the Paleolithic, along with great differences in the reproductive ecology
of the small animals commonly sought, make these data especially revealing about changes
in human ecology and demography. The more sensitive of the small prey populations—
Mediterranean tortoises (Testudo) and certain types of marine shellfish such as limpets
(Patella)—represent the proverbial “canaries in the coal mine” for studying shifting human
predator<prey interactions of the Pleistocene (Stiner, 2001; Stiner et al., 2000).
The classic models of prey choice and diet breadth assume that resources can be ranked
in the energetic terms of the predator, according to the amount of nutritional return they
yield relative to the cost of procuring them (Pianka, 1988; Stephens and Krebs, 1986).
Broadly speaking, prey rank (sensu relative nutritional payoff) is directly related to some
combination of body size and search and handling costs. Ethnographic and experimental
evidence suggest that human hunting of large animals provides returns on effort that are
several times those from smaller animals, and an order of magnitude larger than many
vegetable foods (Kelly, 1995; Kuhn and Stiner, 2001). Holding body size constant, the most
important key to Paleolithic rankings of prey in Mediterranean environments has proved to
be handling costs. Among the spectrum of small animals taken by Middle and Upper
Paleolithic foragers, two important types—tortoises and rock-dwelling marine shellfish—
can be placed into a single category of “sessile” game, because they are sluggish or
immobile and therefore easily gathered. Quick running or flying animals, such as hares and
partridges, have similar body weights to tortoises or several shellfish, but they are far more
difficult to collect without the aid of tools, and thus they would be lower ranked in the
absence of special capture devices.

Fig. 2 Geographic origins of the three Mediterranean faunal series: 1 Italy; 2 Israel; 3 Turkey. Four
ecological quadrants are distinguished on the basis of endemic species distributions and dominant habitat
structures. (Base map after Blondel and Aronson, 1999: 8).
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Simple differences in the ease of capture among the two broad types of Mediterranean
small animals happens to correspond to great differences in prey population resilience, the
latter governed mainly by the rates at which individual prey animals mature (Stiner et al.,
2000). Tortoises and certain types of shellfish (e.g., limpets) are especially susceptible to
overharvesting, because they require several years to reach reproductive age. In contrast,
rabbits and some ground birds are notorious for their ability to reproduce rapidly and the
resilience of their populations.
The relative emphasis that Paleolithic humans placed on small prey types grouped
according to predator defense traits—slow-moving or “sessile” animals, fast-running hares
and rabbits, and quick flying game birds—shifted dramatically across the eastern and
northern Mediterranean Basin within a relatively short time frame (Fig. 3). Zooarchaeological evidence from Italy, Turkey, and Israel indicate that Middle Paleolithic foragers
seldom pursued small prey except for those sessile or slow-moving animals (tortoises and
shellfish) that could be collected with little effort. The volume of meat biomass obtained
from small animals was quite limited (Fig. 4), yet the use of such resources was
widespread. The situation changed abruptly around 45–50,000 years ago in the eastern end
of the Mediterranean Basin (represented by the long series from Israel), coinciding roughly
with the beginning of the Upper Paleolithic culture period and spreading with it into
adjacent regions of Eurasia. The proportional contribution in biomass of small game to
Paleolithic diets is constant at about 3% until the late Epi-Paleolithic (after 15,000 years
ago), when it rises to 17% or greater, but the mix of small prey was decidedly broader from
the early Upper Paleolithic onward (Munro, 2004; Stiner, 2005).
A closer look at biomass variation in the prey spectrum of Paleolithic hunters (Fig. 4)
reveals a progressive decline in ungulate body sizes. This pattern precedes somewhat the
rising dependence on small game biomass. Towards the end of the Upper Paleolithic, after
the Last Glacial Maximum at roughly 20,000 years ago, biomass of hoofed animals was
obtained primarily from medium and small artiodactyl ungulates, and later from small
ungulates alone. While the most obvious changes in subsistence ecology occurred after
15,000 years ago, the trend in biomass-to-prey size appears to begin in the early part of the
Upper Paleolithic (Fig. 5). Thus we must look to this time range if we are to understand the
roots of fundamental changes in human predatory adaptations and socioeconomic patterns.

Fig. 3 Regional trends (lines) in the percentage of slow prey types within the small game fraction of each
assemblage in (is) Israel, (it) Italy, and (tu) Turkey. (From Stiner, 2005.)
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Fig. 4 Percentages of total prey biomass for size-ordered prey species in the three Mediterranean faunal
series from Israel, Italy, and Turkey. Only relatively common prey species are considered. (u) Total ungulate
percentage, (sg) total small game percentage; (*) Mochi A in the Italian series represents an extreme situation
but is still fairly typical of coastal occupations for the period. Light shading indicates the ungulate (large
game) component of the prey spectrum; dark shading refers to the small game component in the same
assemblages. (From Stiner, 2005.)
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Fig. 5 Percentage of total prey
biomass represented by ungulate
prey in the assemblages of each
Mediterranean faunal series.
(From Stiner, 2005.)

Perhaps the most important observation to be taken from Fig. 4 is that there was greater
use with time of faster-reproducing species across the entire prey body size spectrum. While
the proportional contribution of small game animals to Paleolithic diets was constant at 3%
until the Epi-Paleolithic, there was a continuous downward shift in prey size overall, and a
correspondingly greater emphasis on the more biologically productive ungulate taxa. As
discussed below, this phenomenon is also apparent in a different way and earlier within the
small game fractions of the Mediterranean faunal series.
An index of “evenness” (the Inverse of Simpson’s Index; Simpson, 1949; Levins, 1968)
in the small prey types eaten by foragers reveals significant expansion in human dietary
breadth coinciding with the onset of the Upper Paleolithic in these areas (Fig. 6). Rather
than cycling with climate, the trend spread to the west and north over the next several
thousand years. Much of the initial expansion in diet took place during a phase of climate
cooling (Oxygen Isotope Stages 3 to 2; following Martinson et al., 1987). Had it occurred
only in conjunction with global warming (OIS 3), the trend might not be distinguished
easily from natural shifts in animal community diversity and structure (Pianka, 1988).
Instead, the evidence points to a categorical change in how humans interacted with small
animal populations around the time of the Middle-Upper Paleolithic cultural transition. The

Fig. 6 Comparison of the degree of evenness across three small game categories in Paleolithic faunal
assemblages, based on prey defense mechanisms (slow game, quick running terrestrial mammals and quick
flying birds) (3 = most even, 1 = least even). Symbols are for assemblages from Italy (circle), Israel (square),
and Turkey (triangle). Time is expressed on a logged scale, as are oxygen isotope climate cycles; (C) Cold
stage, (W) warm stage. (From Stiner, 2001.)
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burgeoning importance of lagomorphs and other fast moving, fast reproducing small game
in human diets is remarkably widespread, extending from the northern interior of Europe to
arid lands to the south (Stiner et al., 2000). Environmental changes brought on by global
warming (Madeyska, 1999) may have expanded the habitats favored by lagomorphs and
thus their numbers in Eurasia. However, paleontological evidence indicates that lagomorphs
existed in most or all of these regions in earlier times but were largely ignored by humans
(Stiner, 1994; Tchernov, 1994).
Differences in the productivity of prey species are a key to understanding the
implications of the economic trends for Paleolithic demography, and rising population
densities in particular. An important quality of small prey animals that reproduce quickly is
their greater potential reliability as a food source. Warm-blooded small animals, mainly
partridges, hares, and rabbits, mature in a year or less, and their populations rebound easily
from heavy hunting by humans. Figure 7 summarizes the resilience ranges of the three
types of small prey animals common to the Paleolithic series based on predator-prey
simulation modeling for high (HGM) and low growth (LGM) conditions (Stiner et al.,
2000). The simulations confirm major differences in the scale at which humans could
possibly hope to depend on tortoises, hares, and partridge-like birds for meat. Other things
being equal, hare populations can support up to seven times greater off-take by predators
than tortoises can support, and partridges up to ten times greater off-take than tortoises. This
means that humans’ reliance on tortoises is only sustainable if human population densities
are very low. Human’s reliance on partridges and hares is sustainable in both low- and highdensity conditions.
It is striking in light of the simulation results that virtually all Middle Paleolithic foragers
in the Mediterranean region focused on slow-growing prey types so consistently, to the
extent that they pursued small animals at all. Moreover, where tortoises were an important
food source in the Levant, there is no evidence for overharvesting of the tortoises (no
diminution or reduction in the mean body size of individuals) until the very end of the
Middle Paleolithic (Stiner, 2005; Stiner et al., 1999). Consistent use of slow-growing
tortoises during the Middle Paleolithic with no evidence for negative impact on prey
populations implies that hominid populations were consistently very small and dispersed.
Between 50,000 and 40,000 years ago, however, at the threshold of the Middle-Upper
Paleolithic cultural transition, one sees the sudden addition of many fast reproducing but
difficult to capture small animals to the diet. This development is accompanied by evidence

Fig. 7 Comparison of computer-simulated hunting tolerance thresholds for tortoise, partridge, and hare
populations under high (HGM) and low (LGM) growth conditions. Upper horizontal bar represents the
threshold above which predators’ dependence on the designated prey type is no longer sustainable in the
HGM: lower horizontal bar represents the LGM threshold. Vertical range for each prey type represents
natural variation in population resilience as defined by the LGM and HGM models. (From Stiner et al., 2000.)
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of diminution in sensitive prey populations, implying that human populations began to
exceed the availability or potential of high-ranked, high-return resources to support them.
The zooarchaeological evidence testifies to further demographic growth in the Mediterranean region over the remainder of the Late Pleistocene, accelerating particularly
15,000 years ago (Bar-Yosef, 1981; Binford, 1968, 1999; Cohen, 1977; Flannery, 1969;
Keeley, 1988).

Technological Efficiency and Managed Risk
The archaeological evidence from Eurasia indicates that some of the major radiations in
Paleolithic hunting equipment evolved in response to, or at least postdate, the shifts in
hominid subsistence behavior described above. Humans routinely hunted large mammals
long before the undisputed or regular appearance of elaborate stone- and bone-tipped
weapons in Paleolithic records. Prime-focused ungulate hunting is evidenced by at least
200–250,000 years ago, for example, and the main hunting weapon of the Lower
Paleolithic and, apparently, for most of the Middle Paleolithic was the simple wooden spear
(Schöningen ca. 400 KYA; Thieme, 1997). In Eurasia Middle Paleolithic hunting weapons
sometimes were tipped with pointed stones (Kuhn and Stiner, 2001; Shea, 1989), and some
bifacial stone and bone points have been recovered in the later Middle Stone Age of Africa
(McBrearty and Brooks, 2000). In contrast, Upper Paleolithic hunting weapons exhibit
considerable diversity in design and complexity, and many of them represent significant
investments in manufacture. Also contrasting to the Middle Paleolithic is the fact that many
of the tool designs of the Upper Paleolithic diversified rapidly in time and space.
Oddly, the elaborate weapons traditions of the Eurasian Upper Paleolithic are separated
from the emergence of prime-focused ungulate hunting, an impressive and often dangerous
endeavor, by more than 200,000 years. Even the remarkable and apparently precocious
examples of weapon tips from Middle Stone Age sites in Africa (d’Errico et al., 2001;
McBrearty and Brooks, 2000) are much too young to bridge this temporal gap. It is
noteworthy that the designs of Upper Paleolithic foraging technology were very sensitive to
environmental variation, quite unlike Lower and Middle Paleolithic technologies. One sees
greater abundance of and variation in Upper Paleolithic bone points, for example, in high
latitude areas in conjunction with a heavier reliance on hunting. Low-latitude sites contain
fewer points but more grinding equipment for processing nuts and seeds, not unlike the
global patterns of economic variation among recent hunter-gatherers (Kuhn and Stiner,
2001). In contrast, little variation in hunting technology is apparent within the Middle
Paleolithic, even though the sites of this earlier culture period span a geographic range
similar to that of Upper Paleolithic humans. The late onset of the technological radiations
indicates that the increasing volatility in hunting weapons designs was largely independent
of the evolution of human’s basic capacity to bring down large prey. Cooperation among
hunters, rather than a reliance on elaborate technological aids, must have been essential for
the capture of large game animals during the Middle Paleolithic. In fact cooperative hunting
tactics are common among social nonhuman predators, such as lions, spotted hyenas, and
wolves (e.g., Kruuk, 1972; Schaller, 1972), and such tactics were likely to have been
complex in the case of the Neanderthals. It also seems that Middle Paleolithic populations
were always sufficiently small and dispersed that their need for meat could be met through
a narrow focus on highly ranked game animals.
Many of the changes in weapons design of the later Upper Paleolithic certainly were
connected to humans’ dietary interest in animals, but the radiations in technology were not
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a gateway to big prey. Improvements in weapons design and efficiency seldom raise the
number of large prey animals available to hunters over the long run, as the carrying
capacity of environments for herbivorous prey is controlled by a large combination of
factors. A heightened investment in weapons efficiency is more likely to reduce individual’s
procurement time and risk per foray when pursuing large prey or quick small prey, and
possibly also the minimum hunting party size needed to capture large animals (Kuhn and
Stiner, 2001). This implies a change in the value of forager’s time—time that could be
allocated to other tasks (Hames, 1992). Thus weapons innovations may have been driven
partly by a need for greater mechanical efficiency, but the incentives for doing so may have
originated from the pressures of time allocation for diverse social or foraging concerns.
Large-scale resource pooling could also have permitted greater individual task specialization, albeit to the extent that human population densities allowed.
Many technological innovations of the Upper Paleolithic seem to relate to the
exploitation of small prey, particularly quick-moving aquatic, burrowing, and flying types.
Because some of these prey populations rebound quickly, even if hunted heavily, they can
be reliable resources to humans if the work of capture can be reduced with new technology
(e.g., Oswalt, 1976). Although material evidence is fragmentary, there is good reason to
think that trapping and net technologies developed rapidly during the late Upper and EpiPaleolithic or Mesolithic periods (e.g., Adovasio et al., 1996; Gamble, 1986; Gramsch and
Kloss, 1989; Jochim, 1998; Mordant and Mordant, 1992; Nadel et al., 1994). The tools for
overcoming the quick-flight strategies of birds and small mammals no doubt also
permanently altered foragers’ systems for ranking prey. The pressure to do so began,
however, with predator<prey relationships already under strain. It is interesting, as well, that
this happened quite early in the eastern Mediterranean: this region is characterized by high
native species diversity and thus provided many opportunities for diversification when and
where it became advantageous.
A different side of the technological record concerns innovations in technologies for
processing seeds and animal carcasses, which also grew much more complex in the late
Upper Paleolithic and especially during the Epi-Paleolithic. Significant increases in carcass
processing efficiency included grease rendering via stone boiling, evidenced by the thick
litter of fire-cracked stones in some later Upper Paleolithic sites (Audouze, 1987; Stiner,
2003; Svoboda, 1990; Weniger, 1987). Such heat-in-liquid techniques are labor-intensive,
but they can raise the protein and fat yields per carcass well beyond what is possible from
cold extraction techniques (Binford, 1978; Lupo and Schmitt, 1997). During the Middle
Paleolithic and earlier periods, only cold extraction techniques that focused on the
concentrated marrow reserves in large medullary cavities were practiced.
To summarize, Fig. 8 outlines some of the more important ecological and cultural
developments in hominids from the later part of the Middle Pleistocene to the early
Holocene. The earliest niche shift documented within this time span occurred about
500,000 years ago. Though conjectural, this is when fire technology may have first
appeared, and hominids became at least seasonally reliant on meat as a result of large-scale
colonization of the temperate and colder zones of the Old World. Numbers of sites and
hominid fossils in Eurasia also generally increase around this time range to form an
unambiguous record of occupation. A second and more certain group of shifts centers on
250,000 years ago and includes the appearance, or perhaps the coalescence, of a distinctly
human predator-prey relationship called prime-dominated ungulate hunting. Middle
Paleolithic technology, which likely included hide working and tanning, appears around
250,000 years ago. Narrow diets with a heavy dependence on large ungulate game, as well
as a lack of impact on sensitive small game resources where they were exploited at all,
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Fig. 8 Threshold shifts in eight niche dimensions of hominids on a logged time scale, lasting 500,000 to
8,000 years ago. Niche dimensions generally follow those outlined by Pianka (1988). Annotations refer to
particular behavioral and trophic developments associated with each transition. (ky) Thousand years before
present, (my) million years before present, (EP) epipaleolithic period, (UP) Upper Paleolithic, (MP) Middle
Paleolithic, (LP) Lower Paleolithic. (From Stiner, 2005.)

indicate that hominid population densities stayed very low throughout the Middle
Paleolithic; evidence from site numbers per unit time corroborates this (Mirazón Lahr
and Foley, 2003; van Andel et al., 2003). Human behavioral adaptations of this period
display great stability, persisting for 200,000 years or more with only minor behavioral
variations across a wide range of environments.
Upper Paleolithic cultures first appeared between 50,000 and 45,000 years ago in the
eastern Mediterranean area, and they replaced all Middle Paleolithic adaptations in Eurasia
by roughly 30,000 years ago. Early demographic pulses clearly accompany this cultural
transition, and expanding Upper Paleolithic populations must have squeezed some Middle
Paleolithic populations in the areas of contact. From the Upper Paleolithic, the pace of
change in material culture accelerated on multiple fronts, along with the novel additions of
body ornaments, decorated tools, and art (there is virtually no evidence of art in the Middle
Paleolithic). The final series of shifts seems to grow out of extreme climate oscillations,
beginning with the Last Glacial Maximum, 20,000 years ago, and followed by rapid global
warming. After 50,0000 years ago, the rates of change in the eight niche dimensions listed
above seem to accelerate. The shifts in energy retention and consumption efficiency, and
the rising importance of intraspecific competition, are almost certainly linked to
demographic increase. Just how this process unfolded remains to be understood, as the
evidence presented so far only identifies temporal and geographic relations between
demographic pulses and socioeconomic change, not its causes.
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Certain correlates in material culture may provide clues as to what allowed this
demographic upsurge. The sudden appearance of a myriad of ornaments and other
decorated objects in early Upper Paleolithic culture (d’Errico et al., 1998; Kuhn et al.,
2001; Stiner, 1999; White, 1993) may testify to a need to broadcast aspects of identity or
links in the context of enlarged social networks. Among recent hunter-gatherers, such
artifacts also play roles in gifting and alliance networking (Wiessner, 1983), a means for
formalizing the intention of delayed reciprocation. Human demographic increase of the
Upper Paleolithic may have created feedback situations in which human social networks
could be exploited more efficiently in order to spread foraging risk over larger areas.
The increasing regionalization of artifact styles that characterizes the late Pleistocene and
early Holocene in Eurasia (the later Upper Paleolithic, Epi-Paleolithic and Mesolithic
periods; e.g., Newell et al., 1990; Price, 1991), suggest that the challenges to human
survival came from the lay of cultural landscapes as much as from natural ones. While
sharing and cooperative foraging must have been a part of Middle Paleolithic lifeways, the
social worlds of Middle Paleolithic hominids would have been quite small by comparison
(Gamble, 1999). The demographic conditions that make large, open-ended networks
numerically possible seem to postdate the Middle Paleolithic and may have contributed to
its demise. Whatever the causes of demographic increase, in the Upper Paleolithic the
conditions of selection on human societies and foraging behavior shifted to a more
profoundly intraspecific forum. The resilience of Upper Paleolithic populations may have
stemmed in large part from niche differentiation within the human species, specialization in
activities and labor allocation between the sexes and probably also by age. This is the
cooperative division of labor that became characteristic of all recent human societies (Kuhn
and Stiner, 2006).

Cultural Conservatism vs. Volatility
The archaeological signatures of the Middle Paleolithic are remarkably consistent across
time and space. This apparent uniformity in behavior has been taken by some investigators
to indicate significant cognitive limitations of Middle Paleolithic foragers (Klein, 1999).
However, the ecological data on early humans presented here suggest that the “inflexibility”
we see in Middle Paleolithic culture was a product of the success and stability of the
adaptation, and not necessarily a question of intelligence. Estimates of the rates of longterm demographic increase before 50,000 years ago are remarkably low (Pennington,
2001), a conclusion that also is supported by the zooarchaeological data. There seems to
have been a lack of pressure or economic incentive for large-brained, mobile Middle
Paleolithic hunters to squeeze more out of traditional food supplies, little if any long-term
selection for greater foraging efficiency. This implies that, like other organisms but unlike
recent humans, Middle Paleolithic hominids responded to long-term fluctuations in
environmental productivity and population-resource imbalances almost exclusively through
localized depopulation, rather than by intensifying resource extraction or diet diversification. In fact, the demography of Middle Paleolithic foragers was consistent with the
population dynamics and low densities of a variety of formidable nonhuman predators.
Far more difficult to explain than Middle Paleolithic conservatism is the downward shift
in trophic level that is so characteristic of many later human subsistence systems. One of
the most arresting features of the Upper Paleolithic is the near “irreversibility” of the dietary
trends—persistent diversification via the inclusion of lower-ranked foodstuffs (plant and
animal) that have greater collecting costs, processing costs, or both. The shift in predatory
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economics would have resulted in increases in environmental carrying capacity for Upper
Paleolithic populations.
How could higher population densities become a permanent condition for humans in the
late Pleistocene? Humans have developed an astonishing variety of tactics for insulating
social groups from the unpredictable nature of their food supplies. Among these, smallscale storage of consolidated animal tissues, seeds and nuts, or both may have been pivotal
in the later Upper Paleolithic. Storage buffers human groups against fluctuations in annual
resource abundance, especially in situations where residential mobility, exchange or sharing
cannot solve the problem (Soffer, 1989). More efficient carcass processing methods may
increase the yield of any given food unit, but the greater amount of work required to extract
it normally must be weighed against the prospects of getting more food. Innovations in
technology are apparent for most of these behaviors. Human technology today does indeed
facilitate overharvesting of food species. However, calling this ability simply the product of
invention or ‘inventiveness,’ or an isolated accident of history, is insufficient to explain the
evolutionary processes that have allowed humans to exert ever greater impacts on native
biota.
Under conditions of population pressure, a shift toward greater dependence on more
biologically “productive” or resilient prey populations may also have presented fundamental short-term advantages, even if it meant a heavier technological investment to overcome
handling costs. A reduction in the variance in the costs of acquisition can lead to a more
consistent supply of animal protein and fats and significantly improve child survivorship
without an increased birth rate. Meat is one of the very few sources of complete protein in
nature, a fact that no doubt sharpens humans’ interest in obtaining it in large packages. The
human body cannot store undedicated protein as it does the nutrients that yield food energy,
nor can the body assimilate protein effectively in the absence of energy supplements (Speth
and Spielmann, 1983). Daily requirements for complete dietary protein are modest but
constant, especially for children and mothers. Ethnographic research (Hawkes et al., 1997;
Yellen, 1991) suggests that the most consistent sources of protein, and in some cases fat, for
hunter-gatherer children in arid environments are the small animals and certain nuts that
children either procure for themselves or are provided by female kin. The opportunities to
obtain small animals are also considerably more diverse and widespread than are the
opportunities to obtain large game, as are the personnel who may pursue them. As a result,
increasing use and diversified exploitation of small game animals implies changes in the
division of labor in foraging societies.
The trends in small game use along the Mediterranean Rim may inadvertently have
stabilized humans’ access to protein as the abundance of highly ranked but relatively
unproductive prey declined (for a related argument, see Winterhalder and Goland, 1993).
The addition of these novel resources to Paleolithic diets may have also allowed a wider
range of individuals in human groups to become productive foragers, increasing or eveningout protein and energy intake for the group as a whole. Specifically, the development of
capture devices such as snares, deadfalls, and nets may have afforded more reliable access
to small protein packages from formerly elusive but perennially abundant small animals.
Of course the price of dietary diversification was higher investment in tool preparation
and maintenance as well as direct inputs of labor to capture small animals in quantity. It is
doubtful that all evolution in tool design can be explained by superior mechanical
performance and efficiency (Kuhn and Stiner, 1998), but it is clear that some of the changes
were spurred by the dwindling supplies of high quality resources. In western Asia, we note
that human demographic pressure preceded rather than followed the earliest technologic
innovations of the Upper and Epi-Paleolithic periods.
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Connectedness and Resilience in Paleolithic Systems
The units of behavior that archaeologists study are contained within very broadly defined
cultural entities, and it must be admitted that these entities probably are not coterminous
with biological populations. Moreover, statements about sustained demographic presence or
growth in the past require much clarity about the scale at which systems are conceived,
something we have attempted to do here within the limits of the archaeological data. From
this information, we can distinguish some properties of Middle Paleolithic as opposed to
Upper Paleolithic and all later cultural adaptations. An essential property of Upper
Paleolithic culture appears to have been its ability to reinvent itself, whereas Middle
Paleolithic culture seems to have persisted by virtue of widespread cultural conservatism.
Does this mean that Upper Paleolithic culture and people were superior to or smarter
than Middle Paleolithic types? This kind of assertion is widespread in the professional and
lay literature on the demise of Neanderthals. It is, however, a bit like arguing that college
professors are unintelligent, because they tend to have fewer children than other segments
of postindustrial human populations. We know that the adaptive systems of the Middle and
Lower Paleolithic were very persistent in time and space and must have represented
successful adaptations for long periods. Yet these human reproductive units probably were
not particularly robust at the micropopulation scale. The rather narrow set of behavioral
responses that characterized social groups prior to the Upper Paleolithic period almost
guarantees that localized extinctions at the micropopulation level would have been
common. Upper Paleolithic groups were the quintessential colonizers and, in addition,
exceptionally good at holding on to habitat gained—these populations expanded rapidly
through Eurasia, apparently originating from subtropical and warm-temperate areas at or
greater than 45,000 years ago, and quietly snuffing out the last Neanderthals by roughly
30,000 years ago regardless of whether admixture occurred.
The demographic robustness of the Upper Paleolithic systems, which permitted their
rapid expansion into vast new areas, may have been a by-product of new strategies for
evening-out or sharing risk and the exceptional volatility of their technologies. Micropopulations of the Upper and Epi-Paleolithic were more connected geographically, at least
based on stylistic evidence (Gamble, 1986, 1999), and thus more robust. Larger networks
for spreading risk may have set some Upper Paleolithic populations at advantage, allowing
them to grow somewhat faster or at least to experience fewer oscillations in population size,
disadvantaging Middle Paleolithic populations wherever they came in contact (Kuhn and
Stiner, 2006).
The apparent contrast in the flexibility of human adaptations between the Middle and
Upper Paleolithic culture periods is bound to raise some interesting challenges to theoretical
concepts of “robustness” or “resilience” in research on evolutionary dynamics. At issue
from a paleoanthropological viewpoint is the question of how systems are to be defined,
and how one may distinguish adjustments within the bounds of an extant system from
evolutionary changes that bring new a system into existence. If the system of interest
springs back from perturbations in a slightly altered form, for example, shall we call it a
new system, or is this evidence for robustness of the preexisting system? It is striking that
the adaptive system(s) of the Upper Paleolithic, to the extent that these are coterminous
with archaeological “cultures,” have shorter histories of existence than those of the
Neanderthals and earlier hominids, yet Upper Paleolithic populations were even more
widespread geographically and existed at higher densities in many areas (Foley and Lahr,
1997). Upper Paleolithic and later cultural systems appear to have reorganized frequently in
the service of demographic robustness—resulting from feedback relations with subsistence
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diversification in diet, technical intensification, and social strategies for spreading risk.
Earlier hominid population-level systems look fragile by comparison, even though their
cultural traditions appear to have been extraordinarily stable for long periods. Middle
Paleolithic and earlier hominid populations of Eurasia were smaller, more scattered, and for
this reason more subject to the unique historical predicaments of annual and interannual
variation in food supplies and habitat conditions.
Demographic factors are an important background to understanding evidence for
changes in the connectedness of social entities within cultures and their relations to
environmental systems in the evolutionary history of humans. For a very long time
hominids were energetically of little significance in the ecosystems in which they lived. The
effects of fluctuating environments on hominid populations are detectable over millions of
years, but evidence of influences in the reverse direction is much more recent. Distinctly
human impacts on community structure and prey populations first become detectible only
after about 50–40,000 years ago, with the onset of the Upper Paleolithic. These later
humans often responded socially and technologically rather than simply demographically to
periodic scarcity of resources. The ecological and demographic crises that seem so unique
to the modern world have deep roots in the history of forager adaptations.
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